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INTRODUCTIO'N.

HE migration of birds is a topic ſo curious,

interesting,'and important, that we cannot

but recommend it to every student of Nature,

and particularly to thoſe whoſe inclination may

lead them to that mofi; uſeful and delightful

province of natural history, called Ornithology.

Such an investigation, we preſume, is well worthy

their attention and labour,_and as it is inſepa

rable with the ſubject, we think it a duty incum

bent on them. They ſhould be diligent and in

defatigable to ſet-the matter in a clear light,

They ſhould endeavour to aſiign the reaſon why

ſome birds annually forſake us at particular

ſeaſons, and make their regular returns; alſo,

why ſome prefer certain places for their ſummer,

and others for their winter reſidenee. .

But this ſubject,- -curious and advantageous as

it is. has hitherto been too much ne lected._

Very few authors of 'reputation have ta en the

pains to investigate it as they ought. Naturalists,

in general, are ſilent on this head, or very ſu

pcrficially conſider it; -Almoſt all other topics,

'whether frivolous or important, uſeful or not uſe

-ful, -h_aye claimed their regard, and been ſo fre

" quently

- _*M .._____.-s__A an'



iv INTRODUCTION.

quently diſcuſſed by ſuch a multiplicity of writers,

that they are quite exhaustcd, and dwindle into

tautology. This is not the caſe with the ſubject

now under conſideration -, the migration of birds

has been too much unnoticcd-has not enough

been conſulted, in this age eſpecially, when every

ſpecies of writing is patronized, and the delight

ful study of natural history particularly encou
raged. A ' ' ' '

When every other ſcience that we can enu

merate, or that can be thought of, has been ſo

often; ſo univcrſally written on, we think it a

matter of ſurprize that the emigration of the

feathered tribe, a wonder in nature we annually

ſee renewed, ſhould eſcape the obſervation of the

curious, and remain ſo long neglected, unthought

of, unnoticed, unexplore'd. lt is greatly to be

lamented that none of our countrymcn, except

two northern naturalists, Mr. Klein, and Mr.

Echrnark, have proſeſſedly treated on the migra

tion of birds. The ſouthern parts of Europe,

where the majority of our ſummer emigra'nts

ſpend- the dreary ſeaſon, or at least steer their

courſe that Way in their paſſage to remoter climes,

has as yet produced nothing material to aſſist the

enquirics of the naturalist; 'This is wonderful

indeed! Surely incurioſity and inattention pecu

liarly distinguiſh thoſe countries. We cannot,

however, forget to' pay our most grateful 'ac

knowledgmen'ts to two perſons in particular, who

have diſcuſſed this ſubject as far as it related to

rural oeconorn'y, and in ſuch'a manner as is

worthyfoflapplauſe, and does- honour to their re

.n f

t

ſpective



INT R O, D U C-'ITIL'O.N. Lv

ſpective countries. Mr. Alexander Malſi 'Bergetg

aner.St-illingflcet, are the entvlemen-we mean.

1Aſi compam'tive-zvicw of . t e retmrks and-ob

ſervations of former writers, would beef infinite

ſervice to: us; they would notionly elucidate,

buthelp our conjectures. and giveu'sgreat inſight

into the ſubjectſi. New obſervationsrandnem

diſcoveries maybe made inoneage; that are not

inz anorher, 'by the hints that' one_.'genemtinn

tranſmits to_anothcr.- Human reaſon is: still aim

ing at perfection-7 What is only- begun in_one

generation, is-often compleated-inzaxfuoceeding.

Many important affairs, many things of infinite

conſequence to mankind, which are-now but

imperfectly known, and of which: vine have only

aſuperficial knowledge, may poſſibly, hereafter,

[be thoroughly understood. [In 'rot dun-dun:

lumina rebus. , A - ,*. in':fq -, * ., 't

That all manner of ſciences have improved,

and are still improving, is a truthtoo obvious to

' be diſputed. Seneſcente mundo adokfi-uizt ingenia;

theolder the world, the wiſer. The knowledge

and experience of our predeceſſors are; undoubt

edly advantageous "* to us. Many good, many

valuable things are to be found in-- theworks of

the ancients. 'Theſe . are very ſerviceable to us

in our studies, and throw light upon the. reſpec

* A certain anthor very justly remarks; that we do not'

dwe the tenth part ofwhat we understand to the forCe of our

own reaſon; but we collect it either by perufing the labours

of the dead, or b borrowing of the living, as they did of

others. Almost a lhuman knowledge deſcends, as it were,

by lineage. The whole round of ſcience proceeds diſcur

lively, and by a kind of gradation.

tive _
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tive ſubjects. theytreat of; . Apparent' it is, that

. the ancient: Were too crcdulous, were hpt "to

deal in fiction, and amafl'ed'every thing that came

in their way, without loppingoff the ſuperfluities.

We must- not, however, * for ſuch a ſailing, with;

out any'diſcrimination, condemn' their- labours',

or on that account ithink' them-unworthy'of'o'ur

attention: No,--we ought ratherto thank-them

for. their vknowledge and reſearches, their in:

dustry and e'rudition, bequeathed to postcrity

for-the benefit of ſucceeding agesp i

But to reſumer-w-we allow that a proper, "coins"

plete, and ſatisfactory diſcuſſion of the'ſubject w'e

are recommendingr to -the:_a'ntention and 'fond

fideration of ' the naturalifls, is' an arduom 'and

difficult undertaking-.. 1 But'thi's ſhut-rid no

means diſcouragc'or intimidauevus, ſſhe curing

ſity, the pleaſure, the advantage, andnoVelty of

a conſumrhawinvefligation; Willif'ully com'penſate
us for the UOUbkL' In the'e'Xecution of a'nyſiinu

dividual thing,z"'is not' 'ſome 'application and in'

duflry on- our-part neceſſary *?- Let us then flimm

late our inmllectual facultiesiwand exert'- our'

mental powers '9 'lei us beſtow ſomepaiins-'rd-ſhhe"

this question-na question which' has long remain

ed involvedfln"darknelkdſia queſtion which has'

been inſcrutabler for ages-W'henceZ come the

stork and the turtle, the crane, &c. . -

To be ſufficiently qualjfied for this talk, 'it-in

neceſſaryvthat the inquirer-ſhould confine himſelf

to one certain tract thewhole year; he ſhould' 'be

' particularly careful to mark the exact period of

the arrival and diſappearance of birds; he ſhould

- obſerve

W-WVv_-r_p-_.N*-M> "-> - v



I-NTRODU-CTION. vii

obſerve in what order the different ſpecies come,

and at what time, and in what manner they go;

alſo how they steer their courſe, whether east,

west, north, or ſouth; he ſhould commit every

obſervation to paper, and compare them with

the remarks of others who have Written on the

ſubject; he ſhould likewiſe attend to the tent

perament of the air, and to the plenty or failure

of fruits and berries, as on theſe accidents many

curious and advantageous remarks may be made,

he ſhould cultivate an acquaintance with the

gentlemen of the navy, conſult their iournals to

diſcover what birds alight on the ſhips, and at

the ſame time ſhould endeavour to learn at what

ſeaſons they appeared, in what latitude, &c.

Were theſe methods vigorouſly and strenuouſly

purſued, we might eaſily trace them to their re

ſpective abodes.

Such then has been our attempt; We have

filled volumes with remarks; have strictly ob

ſerved, for along term of years, the particular,

the exact time each ſpecies appear and diſap

pear; the way they steer when they quit this

iſland; and from what quarter they arrive when

theyvrfit us again. We have registered theſe

remarks, compared them with the obſervations

of Others, examined the journals of ſeamen,

collected the relations of travellers, and made

every other information that was in our power,

in order to arrive at aperfect knowledge of_ this

ſubject.

The method we have taken in conſidering the

migration of birds, we preſume, will be found

a to
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to be a judicious one. The works of others are

first attended to; their remarks, obſervations,

conjectures, and opinions, are laid open to the '

reader; when erroneous, they are confuted, not

by ſpeculative, but experimental reaſoning;

when conſistent and probable, coinciding with

our own ſentiments, they are embraced; and if

they strengthen, elucidate, or any Way confirm

our aſſertions, we have thought proper to incor

porate them, ſenſible that a variety of proofs

will establiſh our opinion, and render it quite

incontrovertible. Having conſulted every author,

both ancient and modern, that has written on

this curious particular of birds; having conſidered

their different conjectures, and nicely weighed

their-reſpective arguments in the balance oſ juſl

tice, in the unerring and impartial ſcale of truth ;

and at the ſame time having added to all this

an ample ſum of reiterated obſervation and ex,

perience, conſidered the ſubject in all its cir

cumstances, compared and recompared it, we

have at last unveiled the grand mystery, diſperſed 4

the gloomy ſhadcs of ignorance, and brought

to light a ſecret, which has remained hid in ob_

ſcurity for a long ſucceſiion of ages.

But we have already exceeded the limits of an

introduction, and can only add, that no diligence

or labour has been wanting on our part, to ren

der this diſcourſe interesting and entertaining to

the curious in general, as well as uſeful and

ſatisfactory to the most inquiſitive reader. We

have endeavoured to make it as methodical as

poſſible. Our ſummer viſitants are first copiouſly
' ſſ ' and
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and distinctly treated of. Winter birds of paſ.

ſage are nexr particularly conſidered, together

with Wandering emigrants, or thoſe that do not *

totally remove from our iſland. The reflections

on the migration of birds at the concluſion,

we preſume, will not be unacceptable to the

reader.

Market-Lavingto", Wiſh',

Februarylzr, 1780.
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Whence come the Stork, and the Turtle, the Crane,

and the Swallow; when they know, and obſerve,

the appointed Time of their coming?

 

>ctOF SUMMER Buuis Of PASSAGE.

' S our little migratory ſummer viſitants are most

A numerous, and the most remarkable for their

regular annual appearance; as they have in every clime,

and every country, more attracted the notice of man

kind,--we think proper to begin with them 5 and first

of the Swallow tribes.

Before we offer to the reader's conſideration our own

opinion, concerning the manner theſe, and other ſum

mer birds of paſſage, diſpoſe of themſelves in the bleak

and gloomy ſeaſon, we ſhall, purſuant to our propoſal

in the introduction, lay before him the many chimerical

notions, the many groundleſs conjectures, the many

fooliſh, unreaſonable, impertinent, and incongruous

B hypo
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hypotheſiſes, which have, from time to time, been'

advanced * on this topic. We ſhall not only mention

the tales which ſuperflition has raiſed, or credulity re

ceived, but alſo the ſentiments and obſervations Oſ

ſubstantial creditable authors; particularly oſ thoſe

learned naturalists, whoſe works are an honour to them

ſelves, and a treaſure to the Britiſh nation.

Among naturalists there are four opinions how theſe

birds encounter the winter. The first is ſupported by

great antiquity, which is, that they hide themſelves in

hollow trees, in caverns of rocks, in ſand pits, in old

buildings, under the earth, &c. Here they are ſup

poſed to continue in a torpid state; have no ſenliblc

evacuations; breathe little, or not at all; and most of

the viſcera ceaſe from their functions. In this con

dition they are ſaid to remain, till, by length of time

maturating the proceſs, or by new heats, the fluids are

attenuated, the ſolids are stimulated, and the functions

begin where they leſt off.

Aristotle and Pliny are strenuous advocates ſor

this couiecture; their accounts, though not invariably

the ſame, almost entirely coincide. They aſſert that

ſwallows do not remove to warmcr climes, but either

retreat into ſand banks, or winter in the holiowa of

rocks, and loſe their plumage duringthat period. Many

reputabl'e namralifls have adopted the former part of

their opinion, and pretend to affirm that ſome ſpecies

have been diſcovered in a torpid state. Thus one in

particular delivers it as a fact, that heapsoſ ſwallows

have beenzſ'ound lying in the eliffs of the rockes that 'un

pend over the ſea; it is alſo ſaid, theſe birds have been

diſcovered in the chalky cxiffs of Suffolk, at the falle of

* We beg to be excuſed ſor introducing a legion oſ inconſistenf
fables, which, in merit, are hardly worthy peruſilhl. Our intention

here, is not to convince by argumentativ-e proofis; but only to

amuſe and entertain the reader, by reciting, and exploding the

variety of laughable ſuppoſitions and glaring errors, which have

from time to time appeared. Indeed, P am no advocate for bur

leſque, but I cannot repreſs the humourſome paſſion on ſuch a

ludiorous occaſion. U

a great

_.._-.- _A_..__,,_ ___ _,_. -_u
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a great fragment ſome time ſince. In many other

places, (M-r. Pennant ſaith) they have been found,

but I will notvouch for the truth of it; as first, in a

decayedhullow tree, that was cut down near Dolgelie,

in Mertonethſhire; ſecondly, in a cliff near Whithy

in Yorkſhire, where, in digging out a fox, whole

buſhels of ſwallows were ſound in a torpid condition;

thirdly, ll] an old lead mine, in Flintlhire, vast num

bers of ſwallows', it is ſaid, were ſeen clinging to the

timber of the ſhafts, ſeemingly aſleep; * on flinging,

ſome grave! on them, they just moved, but never at

tempted to fly, or 'change their ſituation. Klein alſo,

gives an instance of ſwiſts bcing found in a torpid stateqL

The following account otct ſome ſwallows on the

Rhine, was communicated to Mr. Peter Collinſon, by

Mr. Achard, and was read before' the Royal Soc'iety._

the twenty-first of April, 1763.

" In the latter end of March," ſays he, V I took my

3' paſſage down the Rhine, to Rottcrdam. A little

" below Bafil, the ſouth bank of the river was very

4" high and steep, of a ſandy ſoil, ſixty or eighty feet

" above the water.

" Mr. Peunant, to whom this account was tranſmittcd, thinks

there is a partial migration of theſe birds; he is of opinion, that

the majority of them remove to distant countries, and that the

feeble, late hutches, conceal themſelves in this iſland all the

winter. '

He endeavours to strengthen this ſuppoſition by arguments

very unphiloſophical," and not at all ſatisfactory.-Iſ it ſhould

(ſaith this writer) be demanded, why ſwallows alone are ſound

in a torpid state, and not the other many ſpecies of ſoft billed

birds, which diſappear about the ſame time, the following reaſons

may he aſſigned: no birds are ſo much on wing as ſwallows;

none fly with ſuch ſwiftneſs and rapidity; none are obliged to

ſuch ſudden and various evolutions in their flight; none are at

ſuch pains to take their prey; none exert their voice more inceſ

ſantly; all theſe occaſion a vast expence of strength and ſpirits,

and may give ſuch a texture to the blood, as other animals can

not exprrience; and ſo diſpoſe, or we may ſay, neceſſitate this

tribe of birds, or part of them at least, to a repoſe more lasting

than that of any other. Britiſh Zoology.

1' Hist. Av. 204.. Bz A "Iwas
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U l was ſurprized at ſeeing, near the top of the

U cliff, ſome boys tied to ropes, hanging down, doing

U ſomething. The lingularity of theſe adventurous

U boys, and the buſineſs they ſo daringly attempted,

U made us stop our navigat'ion, to enquire into the

U meaning of it. The watermen told us, they were

U ſearching the holes in the cliffs for ſwallows, or

U martins, which took refuge in them, and remained

U there all the winter, until warm weather, and ther;
U the came abroad. ſi ' '

U ' 'he boys being let down by their comrades to the

U holes, put in a long rammer, with a ſcrew at the

U end, ſuch as is uſed to unload uns, and, twisting
U it about, drew out the birds. l-gor a 'trifie I procured

U ſome of them. When I first had them, they ſeemed

U stiff and lifeleſs; I put one of them in my boſom,

U between my ſkin and ſhirt, and laid another on a

U board, the ſun ſhining full and warm upon it; and

U one or tWo of my companions did the like.

U That in my boſom revived in about a quarter of

U an hour; feeling it move, I took it out to look at it,

U and ſaw it stretch itſelf upon my hand ; but perceiv

U ing it not ſufficiently come to itſelf, I put itin again;

U in about another quarter, feeling it flutter pretty

U briſkly, I took it out, and admired it. Being now

U perfectly recovered, before I was aware, it took

U flight; the covering of the boat prevented my ſeeing

U where it went. The bird on the board, though ex7

U poſed to a full ſun, yet I preſume, from a chilneſs

a of the air, did not revive ſo as to be able 'to fly." ' '

Such is this gentleman's account, on which the fol

lowing obſervations were made by Mr. Collinſon :

U What I collect from Mr. Achard's relation, is,

U that it was the practice of the boys=annually to take

U theſe birds, by their apparatus, and ready method of

U doing it; and, the frequency of it was no remarkable

U thing to the watermen; next, it confirmed my for

U mer ſentiments, that ſome of this ſwallow tribe go

U away, and ſome stay behind, in theſe dormitories,

* *- * - - -< an
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U all the winter. If my friend had been particular as

-U to the ſpecies, it would have ſettled that point."
ct Notwithflanding the authority of Aristotle, Pliny,

Klein, Pennant, Achard, and others, we ramrot aſſþnt

to the above circumstances, viz. that ſwallows lie torpid

in caverns of tocks, hollow trees, &e. The innu

merable testimonies of an oppoſite nature, which con

tinually croud in upon us, ſufficiently convinee us

that this conjecture, which ſo many have adhered to,

and which has ſo long been maintained, is in reality

only a ſuperstitious error. The internal conformation

of ſwallows, is a proaſthat they cannot remain dormant

during the winter. Anatomists inform us, that all

thoſe animals which are deſigned by nature for a tem

porary torpidity, have ſomething in their make different

from others, to fit them for that condition, and enable

them to remain ſo long a time without ſustenance.

This is not the caſe with any of out' ſummer emigrants,

as has been proved by experiment.*

The birds ſeen by Mr. Achard, at the latter end of

March, We preſume, were only ſand-martim, which are

a ſpecies that arrive very early in this country, and at

their first coming, always repair to the ſand banks, &e.

where they continue the whole ſummer. Poffibly they

were ſcooping out their reſpective apartments to breed,

and neſile in, when they were taken by the boys, and

instead of being benumbed by the cold, as was ima

gined, might only be hurt by the cruel method of

drawing them out of the holes.1

We

* See page n. '

1- As this occurrence, which Mr. Achard relates. happened

at the latter end of March, it is pretty obvious the ſpecies ſeen at

that time were ſand-martins. For at this period, (unleſs the

ſpring proves remarkably backward) the greater part of this tribe

have reached ouriſland. Swallows, houſe-martins, and ſometimes

ſwifts, are ſeen in our country, flying about the air in great

numbers, at the latter end of lVIarch; and frequently the' majo

rity of theſe birds, as well as the-rest of our ſummer gueſts, are

arrived at that time. Undoubtedly, therefore, the ſpecies ob

' " ſerved
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VVC do not deny but that there are undeniable in.

ſlances of a few being found in adormant state, at

the beginning of winter; but in all probability they

were onlystruggleſt, which were hatched too latetojoin

in the general emigration. incapable of aſſembling with

the great rendezvous, like bats at the commencement

of the frigid ſeaſon, theſe young birds ſlit, and wander

about, 'till pinched by the cold inclement air, for a

tranſient ſhelter, they retreat into antique'buildings,

hollow trees, under the eaves ofhoules, &e. or find

their way into ſome obfcure receſs, where they con

tinue motionleſs, inſenſible, and rigid for ſeveral days,

or perhaps weeks, bet-ire they expire. Often theſe

unfortunate ſtragglers are reanimated by an unſeaſona

ble hot day, leave their hiding places, and are ſeen

ſkimming the air in purſuit of flies. So late as the

middle of November, which is full a month after the

departure of the majority of the tribe, I have fre

quently obſerved a straggler or two, either perched in

the ſun, fluttering about wildly from place to place,

or feebly ſweeping the atmoſphere for food. Extra

ordinary as it may appear, on the 3d of December,

1771, Iſaw a mattin flying about as vigorouſly'as

though it had been in the midst oflummer. My cu

rioſity was greatly excited at this remarkable phoeno

ſerved by this gentleman was the ſame as we have conjectured

above. But we will ſuppoſe, did ſwallows actuaſly lie torpid dur

ing the winter, thegenial ſeaſon would certainly have called them

abroad before the latter end of March, and it would be very ex.

traordinary to find a ſingle one wrapt up, ſleeping in its winter

dormitory, ſo late in the ſeaſon. What then can be more plain,

butthatouraſſertion, in contradistinction tothatof Mr. Achard's,

is right, is just ? Beſide', as afar-ther demonstration of the truth of

what we haveadvanced, [have frequently ſeen near my reſidencc,(a)

ſand-martins drawn out of lofty ſand banks by boys, as early in

the ſeaſon, and with the ſame apparatns, as that deſcribed by Mr.

Achard. The birds taken in this manner were undoubtedly

retired to thoſe receſſes for the purpoſes of building; and l can

not entertain that wild, that ridiculous notion, that they had lain

there all the winter.

ſe) i. e. At Market-Lavington, in Wiltſhire.

menon.
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menon.* For a conſiderable while I was unable to

account for it, and could not imagine from whence it

came, or how it could preſerve itſelf ſo long. To ſay

it remained torpid for upwards oſ two months, would

be talking extravagantly and inadvertently 5 or to aſ

ſert, that it had taken its long excurſion over the ocean

from a remote clime, Would be equally as unreaſon

able and un-philoſophical. Having ſince maturely and'

deeply conſidered this occurrence, I believe I have at

last attained the genuine ſolution, which is,--that it

was a bird bred here, and be'ng leſt behind at the mi

gration oſ the rest, made a ſhift to ſupport itſelf in our

country for a conſiderable time. This is ſiill the more'

probable, as the two months preceding had been' un-*

commonly mild and warm. With propriety, there

ſore, we may reaſonably ſuppoſe, that there were then

ſome infects to be ſound flying in the air; this grant

ed, there is nothing wonderful or ſurpriſing in the

affair. ' '

The appearance of' ſwallows and martins at un

ſeaſonable times are frequent.+ Mr. Pennant men;
' ſſ tions

*"' Having then made no reſearches in natural history, and b'ing

quite a novice in ornithology, I must confeſs I was inclined to be

lieve that martins, ſwallows, See. laid motionlcſs all the win

ter; but now innumerable evidences oſ an oppoſite nature con

vince' me of the contrary

1- Not only ſwallows, but ma-ny other ſpecies, which are de

nominated birds of paſſage, are not' only ſeen here occaſionally,

but are known to continue in this country all the winter. A.

few of the stone-chats and whin-chats (the greater part of which

tribe diſappear in autumn) remain on our heaths and commons

all the year round. The reaſon of this is not certainly known,

Perhaps the few that stay behind are the produce of a late breed,

and are incapable of departing with the rest of their feathered

mates.- How they ſupport themſelves during the dreary ſeaſon

we cannot pretend to determine; probably they pick a ſeanty

ſubſiſtence from the places where they haunt, by feeding on gnat:

and other. minute inſhcts, which glide about the ai' all the win

ter; or it. is not impoſſible but they may change their uſual re

past, when neceffitated by nature. A ,

Some
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tions ſeveral instances of a ſimilar kind. Very near

Christmas (ſaith this author) a few appeared On the
mouiding ofa Window of Merton College, Oxford,v

in a remarkable warm nook. On the twenty-third

oſ October, 1767, a martin was ſeen in Southwark,

flying in and out of its nest; and on the twenty-ninth

o'ſ the ſame month four er five ſwallows were obſerved

ltovering round, and ſettling on the county hoſpital

at Oxford. As theſe birds must be of a later hatch,

Mr. Pennant very justly obſerves, 'tis highly impre

bable that, at ſo' late a ſeaſon of the year, they would

attempt, fro'm one o'f our midland coun'ties, a voyage

almost as far as' the equator or Senegal.

We proceed now to conſider the ſecond opinion of

naturalists, with reſpect to the migration of ſwallOWS;

&e. and hope to convince the rea'der of its improba

bility and abſurdity, by cogent and undenia'ble argu

ments. . _

Amazing and unnatural as it may appear; it has'
been affirmed by many, that ſwallows paſsvthe winterv

immerſed under ice at the bottom of lakes, or be-j

neath the water of the ſea. The first who propagated

this most abſurd and ridiculous notion was Olaus

Magnus, Archbiſhop of Upſal, who very ſeriouſ] ac

quaints us, that they are frequently found in clu ered

maſſes at the bottom of the northern lakes, mouth to

mouth, wing to wing, foot to foot, and that they aſ

ſemble together for this purpoſe, and creep down the'

reeds in autumn to their ſubaqueous receſſes. That

when old fiſhermen diſcover ſuch a maſs, they throw

Some of thoſe birds, which viſit us at the approach of winter)

are alſo obſerved to stay with us the ſummer ſeaſon, though the'

majority cf the ſame ſpecies constantly and regularly remove.

The woodcock and ſnipe," for instance, ſometimes continue with'

tis during ſummer, and even breed with us, making their nests

'as well on the highest mountains, as in our low moors and

Fnarſhes. Fieldfares, it is reported, have been alſo ſeen here irt

tthe midst of ſummer; and a certain author relates, that he has

ffound the young of thelatter in marſhes, and amOng ſe'dge, neat

the water.

a

st
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it again into the water; but when young inexpe

tienced ones take it, they will, by thawing the birds

'at a fire, brino them indeed to the uſe of their wings,

which will continue but a very ſhort time, being owing

to a pretnature and forced revivalfi
Olaus Magſinus further adds, that a large cluster oſ

ſwallows being accidentally carried by ſome boys into

a ſtove, the ſwallows, after thawing, began to fly

about, but weakly, and for a very little time.

'Tis obvious thev good Archbiſhop did not want

credulity in other instances, for having (locked the

bottoms oſ lakes with birds, he ſiores the clouds

with mice, which ſometimes fall in plentiful ſhowers in

Norway', and the adjacent countries.1

* There are mOre accounts (a) oſ ſwallows beirg ſound in a

benumbed state, immerſed under water; but as they are too noto

rious, and incredi-ble, to merit our attention, we ſhall paſs them

'over unnoticed. We will, however, merely for the entertainment

of the reader, just mention a ſew.

þ Etmuller relates, that he himſelſhad diſcoircred above a buſhel

'pſ ſwallows under the ice in a fiſh pond, all dead to appearance ;

but the heart still retaining-'its pulſation. To the ſame purpoſe,

Dr. cola's, ſpeaking oſ their manner oſ fiſhing in the northern

parts, by breaking holes, and drawing their nets under the ice,

ſaith, that he ſaw ſixteen ſwallo'ws drawn out oſthe lake oſ Sam

rodt, and about thirty out oſ the King's great po'nd in Rc/inrilcn;

alſo at Stblebitten, near an houſe oſ the earl oſDobna, he ſaw two

ſwallows just cotne out of the water, that could ſcarce stand, being

very wet and weak, with their wings hanging on the round;

'And that he hath obſerved the ſwallows to be often weak or ſome

days after their appearance. (6)

Agreeably to this, Mr. Rheaumur received ſeveral accounts,

'that bundles of ſwallows have been ſotmd in quarries, and under

the water; and he was promiſed ocular demonstration, but none

of his correſpondents kept their words. (t) þ

_ Another author informs us, that he has taken them out oſ the

bottoms of rivers, ponds, lakes, &c. in great quantities, where

theyr-Aſs the winter without motion, and have no perceptible ſigns

oſ li e, ekcept the beating oſ the heart.

f Geſner. Icon. An. too.

(a) Detham's Phyſ. Theol'. 349. Pentoppldan's Hiſt. of Norway,

"1, 99. Etmuller Diſſert. 1., cap. xo, ſect. 5.

(U Derham's Phyſ. Theol. 350.

(cj BſOOkCÞ'i NatJfifl. b, 2, p. '69.

C lncon
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Inconſistent as it may appear to a ſerious and con
ſiderate reader ; unnatural and unrcaſonable as theſſ

ſuppoſition is, credit has actually been given to the

ſizþ'mr'fim oſ ſivall'ows, even by our own countrymen.

What ſuperstitious preſumption! Erroneous aſſertion'
indeed! How incompatible with reaſon l-how mon-ſi'

flruous' lo' thought l-We cannot think on it without

ſmiling atthe folly, at the fimplicity of the authors.

Mr. chin, who in other instances cannot be accuſed

oſ eaſy credulity, is a dupe to this notion, and stronle'

patronizes this doctrine. How he came to adopt this

most prepoſterous oſ all errors, we cannot imagine.

He relates the following history of the ſWallows retiring,

Which he received from ſome countrymen, and others.

They aſſerted, that the birds aſſembled in numbers on

areed, till it broke, and ſunk with them to the bottom;

and before their immerfion, they had a dirge oſ a quar- *

ter oſ an hour's length. That others would unite in'

laying hold ofa straw with their bills, and ſo plunge

down in. ſociety. Others again would form a large

maſs by clinging together with their feet, and in that

manner commit themſelves to the deep.*

Though theſe accounts have been Countenanced,

confirmed, and establiſhed by ſuch a grOup oſ eminent

natu'raliſis and others, there appears not th'e ſmallefl:

truth in them. Indeed, they are ſo abſurd, ſo exceed

ingly abſurd, that they are hardly worthy conſUtation.

Can it be poſſible that ſuch' tender and delicate

birds, who are unable to bear the inclemency of our _

mildest winters, ſhould immerſe themſelves in the"

coldest of all elements, and remain there ſo long a

period without periſhing? Can it be poſſible for them

to metamorphize themſelves, as i't were, into amphii

bious animals, and alternately change their element,

as best ſuits their conſiitutions ?

Surely the water must be too ſrigid and too, unna

tural a retreat for ſuch ſummer birds; and we are in

- clined to believe, that ſhould they have no occaſion for

breath

* Klein's Hist. Av. 205, zoo'.
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breath m their ſubaqueous dormitories, yet m the ſpring,

when the genial warmth begins to call them from their

wintry tombs, their feathers would not be in a proper'

condition to lift them out of the water. Friſch has

made an experiment, which strikes at the very founda

tion of this aſſertion, and evidently proves the falſity, the

inconlistency of theſe relations. He informs us, that he

has takenſeveral ſwallows alive, tied marks to their Claws,

and then releaſed them. When the ſame ſwallows re

turned again, he did not perceive the water had ſpoiled
them i 'one ofthe criteſſrions, or marks, was red thread,

iſinade ſo by a water colour Only, 'which muſt needs

have been waſhed off, if the ſwallow had hid itſelf
cttmder the water. Perhaps it may appear wonderful

how he came to catch the ſame bird again; but We
tſinust conſider that ſwallows always return to their old

nests again,ale and commonly build them in chimney'

tops. v

It has been ſuppoſed, that in the ſwallow ſpecies,

which have their winter reſidence under the water, the

blood might loſe its motion by the ſeverity ofthe cold,

and thus the birds become torpid ; but Mr. Buffar, b*"

placing many of 'this ſort in an ice-houſe, diſcovere _

that the cold, by which their blood was congealed,
was alſo fatal to them;" ſſ a

Some of the natſſuraliſts, conſcious that this chimeri

cal, this egregious hypotheſis would not bear the test,

ſtarted another conjecture, equally as erroneous and

unlikely as the former, viz. Whether there ma not
be a ſpecies, apparently like the iſi'est,"but of a di erenf

internal conformation, in order to capacitate them for a

state of inſenſibility during the rigoun of the winter.

A curious anatomist, therefore,"- diſſected ſeveral of

them, but ſound nothing in them different from other

birds, as to the organs of reſpirationj and he ſaith, all

thoſe creatures that ſleep during the dreary ſeaſon, as

þats, frogs, lizards, &e. are ot a contrary make asth

' See page 21, where this is more fully demonſh'ated.

\ C 2 'thoſfl
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thoſe organs; it is therefore (ſaith he) a wild opinion

that theſe birds can remain any long time under.

water without drowning. ' '

It is, indeed, enough to raiſe one's indignation, tq

ſee ſo many v'ouchers, ſo many candidates for this;

fooliſh and erroneous conjecture, which is not only

repugnant to reaſon, but, according to the laws of'na;

ture, an ahſolute impqffibili/y. In relating ſo many

infiances of unparalleled credulity, I confeſs l cannot;

ſuppreſs the iraſcible paſſion : That ever men of ſenſe,

men of genius, men of distinguiſhed abilities, ſhould

ſuffer themſelves to be ſo involved, ſo deeply involved

in the dark miſls of error and ignorance l They aſſign

not thestflal/est reaſon to account for theſe birds being'

able to endure ſo long a ſubmerſion without being

drowned, or ſuffocated. Not the ſmallest rcaſon is given

how they preſerve themſelves,*'E or remain without de-'

caying, in ſuch a cold and turbulent element, which

must be very unnatural to ſo weak and delicate a bird.

Having ſufficiently ſhewed the'abſurdity ofa notion,
which has longſibeen countenanced and ſupported, wev

come now to conſider the' tbird opinion 'of authors,

which has been advanced on this topic, and in this

We ſhall be Very conciſe. ' '

About the year 1740, a pamphlet on the emigration
of birds appeared, aſſerting that they flyſſ to the moon,

or ſome other planet, where they take' up their abode

during winter, and return from thoſe aerial habitations

again in the ſpring. The author of the rhapſody has

taken infinite pains to confirm this strange and novel

"' On ſuppoſition we'did admit that ſwallows, &e. do 'retire

under the water, in ſeas, rivers, ponds, lakes, and the like, I

cannot ſee how they can eaſily eſcape the ravages of aquatic aniſi

mals, and other finny inhabitants of that element. Certainly if

the voracious creatures of the deep ſhould diſcover_their lurking

places, (as no doubt but ſometimes they would) they would fall

to, and destroy them Without mercy. The dangers which theſe

birds would be expoſed to under the water, where their enemies

ſwarm in immenſe numbers, are ſo many, and ſo great, that not'

one ten/I; fart of them would ever be able to eſcape.

ſuppoſition;

'**'_--_A.
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ſuppoſition; he thinks that they are about two months

paſſing thither, and that after they are arrived above

the lower region oſ the air, into the thin Xther, they

will have no occaſion for food, as it will not be ſo apt

to prey upon the ſpirits, as our lower nitrous air.

Even in this tezfrene, 'ſaith this author, bears will live

Upon their ſat all the winter, withou't any new ſupply

of food; and perhaps, ſaith he, theſe birds, being very

ſucculent and ſanguine, may have their proviſions laid

up in their very bodies for their voyage.

And 'tis very probable (ſaith this author) that they

are in a kind of ſleep, or state of inſenſibility, if not all,

a great part of the way, between the attraction of the'
earth and that of the ſimoon, to which ſleep the ſwiſt

acquired motion may very much contribute. '

Farther, he obſerves, that iſ it can be proved theſe

birds do not fly to the moon, who can tell but that

there may be ſome concrete bodies, at much leſs diſ

tance than that opake planet, which in all probability

may be the receſs of theſe creatures, and may ſerve but'

for little elſe than theirentertainment P If there be ſuch_

aetherial iſlands, they must be ſuppoſed of ſuch magni

tude only, and at ſuch a distance, as their reflective light

may not reach our earth, (though perhaps they may

ſerve to illuminatc our atmoſphere) and yetno farther

off buttheſe birds may arrive unto them in due timefl'

' This notion of flying to the moon, &e. is, Ithink,

too extravagant to require any confutation. The moon,

as Mr. Jonſon, in a letter to Mr. Ray, very juſtly re-'

marks, is too far a journey for theſe birds.1- 'Tis

equally ridiculousto ſuppoſe, as a celebrated writer has

done, that they ſoar above the atmoſphere in their paſſage

to distantc0untries; for theſe featherednations would

die inevitably, if removed beyond the tnaſs of air that

ſurrounds the earth, for want of that uniform preſſure

_ * See an eſſay on the emigration of birds, by an anonymous

author, p. 42, and 47. .

T Ray's Letters, p. 192.

* which
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which is the ſpring of internal motion in the animal

m;chine. This is rendered demonstrable from reaſon

and experiment, on animals in the exhausted re;

cciver.

Upon the whole, the fourth opinion oſ naturaliſis,

which we are now going to enter upon, coincides ex

actly 'with our own ſentiments, and has the utmost ap

pearance of probability; which is, that they remove t0_

worme'- rIimam, where they meet with a ſupply of

food, and a temperature ol' air, adapted to their con-'
stitutions. ' ſi i þ

* This notion ofſwailows emigrating to distant climes,

has been frequently imperfectly hinted, but never ſatis-=

factorin proved. By our own obſervations and expe

riments, combined with authors of the greatest vera

city, we flatter ourſelves to render this ſuppoſition quite

inconteſiable. ' ' ' '

' 'That every ſpecies oſ ſwallows remove at the com

mencement of winter into warmer countries, is no

longer to be diſputed, as we can convince the reader

by innumerable and undeniable proofs. Previous to

their departure, it is well known that they aſſemble in

great numbers on the tops oſ towers, churches, trees,

chimnies, &e. Here they will continue twittering for

ſeveral hours together, as if in conſultation. On a

ſudden they will all fly off, take an ample circuit in the

atmoſphere, and after a flight oſ a few minutes rest

again. This they repent daily, when the weather is

ſerene and warm, a month or fix weeks before their

departure. Theſe tranſient diurnal excurſions, which

are ſo often renewed, are probably deſigned to exerciſe

their young, and prepare them for the long aerial jour

ney, which in a little time they are to attempt; or poſſi

ly theſe occaſional eſſays may be made by the majority,
m order toctremind them of their voyage, and to capa-v

citate them to fly with more ſacility over the wide Atlan

tic ocean, to their winter reſidence; which, I ſuppoſe,

cannot be leſs than three or four thouſand miles

fliflant

Having

,__,__/W-WN- H-d-m
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. _ Having called an aſſembly, and concerted meaſures,

as ſoon as the cold commencesfiit and thoſe ſwarms of

infects diſappear, which a little while ago filled the air;

apprized of the gloomy'ſeaſon, they wait a favourable;

gale, and then' unanimoully take their long and arduous

voyage + through the liquid ſky.

As a farther proof, theſe birds a're annually obſerved

to fly over the ſees, in numbers immenſe. What

darkening clouds of them do the mariners frequently

ſee, ſweeping over the wide Capacious ocean! Oſten,

through fatigue and weari'neſs, they alight in myriads

* When tlie ſolar heat apparently detlihes; when the days'

ſhorten, and chllling frosts appear, theſe concomitants of ap

proaching winter are ſo many lignals to theſe birds to leave out'

climate, and ſearch for one more agreeable to them; beſide, by

theſe accidents being alſo stinted in their food, they are neceſſi
tated to depart; The generality oſ this' tribe ſeldom forſake usſi

till toward the middle of October, and ſometimes not till after

that period. They uſually appear about the middle oprril; in

deed, in ſome ſeaſons, by the beginning of that month z'nay, there

are instances of their being ſeen by the middle of Ivlarch.

1- That master of bold deſcription and beautiful painting, Mr.

Thomſon, has given us, in his Seaſons, the following account

of the departure of the ſwallow tribes, which we preſume will

not be diſagreeable to the reader.

When autumn ſcatters hi's departing gleams,

Vſarn'd of approaching winter, gather'd, play

The ſwallow pedple; and toſs'd wide around,

O'er the calm ſky, in convolution ſwift,

The feather'd eddy floats : rejoicing once,

Ere to theirwintry ſlumbers they retire;

In clulters clung, beneath the mouldering bank,

And where unpierc*d by frost the cavern ſweats;

Or rather into warmerclimes convey'd,

With other kindred birds oſ ſeaſon; there

They twitter cheat-ful, till th'e vernal months

lnrite them welcome back; for thronging, now "

Innumerous wings are in commotion all. "'

\ ' AUTUMN, l. 83v5, &cſi. ſſ

KWe are happy to have ſo able a poet; and ſo.learhed 'A man. as'

Mr. Thomſon, on our ſide. His authority, with. reſpect to thev

migration of ſummer birds of paſiagehand tlreirpkffing to warm"

climes, is, we think, no cbntemptible evidence. '
ct- on
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on the ſhips,* and after a tranſient repoſe, urge their

flight again toward the destined port; where they

arrive in due time, and remain in peace and plenty,

till element ſkies, and vernal ſuns', invite them back'

again. '

i Mr. Cateſhy, a very learned and ingenious natu

iþalist," in ſpeaking of the migrdtion oſ ſwalldws, ſeems

t'o have treated the ſubject with a great deal oſ judg

tnent.1- The reports of thoſe we call birds of Paſſagc

lying torpid in caverns and hollow trees, this gentle

man thinks are ill attested and abſurd. He agrees'with

iJS in opinion, that theſe birds fly into other countries,

with this additional conjecture, that the places they

retire t'o, lie in the ſame latitude in the ſouthern

hemiſphere, as thoſe from whence they depart; where

the ſeaſons revErting, they enjoy the like temperature

oſ air; but this we think is abſolutcly impoſſible, the

distance being for the moſt part too great; nor is there

neceſſity for ſuch a long paſſage, ſince the countries on

this fide the line may anſwer the ſame purpoſe.

As to' their manner oſ travelling, it is probable that

ſwallows, whoſe wings, by their length and continual

* Agreeably to this, Sir Charles Wager gives the following

account of what happened to him in one oſ his voyages. U Re.

" turning home," ſaith Sir Charles, " in the ſprin oſ the year,

" as Icame into founding in our channel, a great ock of ſwal

" lows came and ſettled on all my rigging; every rope was covered;

ſ' they hung on one another like a ſwarm of bees, the decks and

" carving were' filled with them. They ſeemed almost ſamiſhed

" and ſpent, and were only feathers and bones; but being re

" cruited with a night's rest, took their flight in the morning. (a)

This very great ſatigue evidently proves, that theirjourney

inust have been ver lon , conſiderin the amazing ſwiſtneſs of

theſe birds; it is lilely t ley had pa ed over the Atlantie ocean,

and were returning from Senegal, or other parts ofAfrica,
We have innumei'able other proofs of ſwallows being Aſeen

paſſing over the'ocean; but they are too prolix to recite here.
Thoſe we' have already mentioned are collected' From the bſiest

authorities, and are ſo well atteſted that they can'not be denied.

f See Philoſophz Tranſaet. No. 483.

_,'(a) Phil. Tranſſivol. a, plrt a, p. 459.

exerciſe,
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exerciſe, are fitted for long flights,* can ſtretch overwide

ſeas, and perform their journey much ſooner, and with

more facility, than other ſmall birds which have ſhort

wings, &e.

Mr. Willddghby is of opinion, that ſv'vallows go

into hot countries, particularly to Egypt and Ethibpia;

and indeed it i's not improbable but ſome of them may

ſpend their winter there, as at the time theſe birds quit

Europe, the inundation of the Nile is oVer, and the

marſhes and stagnati'ng waters ſwarm with flies of dif

ſeren't ſpecies, which are proper food for ſWallows.

During our winter, therefore, we may ſuppoſe ſome

of them to stay in thoſe countries, where every thing

at that period is in its bloom and' beauty, till ſcorching

heats induce them to ſeek a milder cli'mate, and fly from

Africa t'o Europe. \

Another reputable and Very learned naturalist ſpeaks -

'to this purpoſe, which farther confirms our ſentiments,

that ſwallows actually emigrate imo wan/ler dintes.

It is (ſaith he) a m'ost 'egregious notion indeed, to

think, as many have done, that ſWallows and other

ſummer birds ſleep during winter in hollow trees, in

ſand pits, under the earth, &e. till, rouſed by the in

vigorating warmth of returning ſpring, they riſe from

their dormant state, and r'eaſſume again their gaiety.

Most 'of the ancient naturalists, indeed, were of this

opinion, and many of the moder'ns adhere to it; but

it is eaſy to ſhew the abſurdity 'of ſuch a Conjecture, and

it is equally eaſy to demonstrate, that they abſolutely

leave this part of the world at the approach of winter,

and fly in purſuit of a more temperate region. Doubt

l'eſs if they hid' themſelves any where in this Country,

there would be a'mual proofs of it in almost every county

_ * In Kalm"s voyage to America is a remarkable inſtance of

the distant flight of ſwallows, for one lighted in the ſhip he was

in, September the zd, when he had paſſed over only two thirds of

the Atlantic ocean. His paſſage was uncommonly quick; when

this accident happened he was fourteen days ſail from Cape

Hi'nl'open. _

D in
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in England. 'Tis true, it has been frequently aſſerted;

that ſWallows have been ſound in a torpid state, both

under the earth, and at the bottoms of rivers; but as

there are no autheritic and income-ſtable evidences, ſuch

reports are undeſerving of our credit.

I cannot but think, (continues this naturaliſi) were

they to reſide here, but that ſome of this tribe would

appear earlier than they do, eſpecially when the ſpring

is forward, and the weather warm. Nay, I cannot

but think, were they to lie torpid, ſome oſ them Would

frequently be called abroad in the midst of winter-on a

fair day; but it is certain they are never ſeen * before

their appointed time. Beſide, Iremarked this year,

(176o) that we had the finest, mildeſt weather in Fe

bruary and March that ever was known; the ſpring

was ſo exceedingly early, that the trees were cloathed

in green a month ſooner than uſual; the weather was

alſo remarkany warm, which I think must needs have

awakened the ſwallow tribes from' their torpid inacti

vity, had they been in any part oſ-our- iſland. Warm,

uncommonly warm as thoſe mouths were, not one ap

peared till-the middle of April z--a ſufficient proof that

they do not lay torpid in any part of Great-Britain,

but actually leave us 1- at the approach of winter.

But to render this truth quite indiſputaþle, to ſolve

the matter fully, and prevent any farther controverfies

on this affair, we beg leave to obſerve, that we have

more than once had ocular proof of what, with pro

priety, we may term, an actual migration of theſe birds.

About old Michaelmas we have frequently obſerved

immenſe numbers of ſwallow: and martins ſettled

 

"' This writer ſeems totally ignorant that ſhagglers are ſome'

times ſeen out of their ſeaſon; as he aſſerts, that they are a never

obſerved but at their appointed times;'*--This, however, is*no

diſparagement to the ſcope oſhis arguments, the rest of his Rati

ments being founded on truth.

1 + Mr. Adanſon has proved be ond contiadiction,-that theſe

ummer birds annually take their ight to a warmer region, and

return again in the ſame manner. - .

ſometimes

r-"W- ----.._V 7 7 ,
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ſometimes on the tops of trees, and ſometimes on

buſhes, at a great distance from their ſummer haunts ;

here they have ſat ſilent for ſome time, as ifin delibera

Lion; on a ſudden we have ſeen them all take wing,

mount to a certain height, and, with an eaſy regular

motion, proceed toward the westem ocean, when our

eye has followed them till they were quite impercepti

ble; and what was very extraordinary, not a ſingle one

was to bc found after the departure of the great aſſem

bly, which evidently teſiiſies that whatwe obſerved was

theſi'stſally, or ſetting out, of theſe ſummer viſitants.

,Theſe annual proceedings we have remarked fora long

ſeries of years.*

The departure, and arrival of theſe birds, are re

markably regular with reſpect to the ſeaſon, which any

one may be convinced of, by annually taking notice

of the exact time when they go and come. 1 find by

myjournal, thatthey appeared in Wiltſhire on April 5,

5' Similar to our account is that of Mr. White's.-Travelling

one morning at the latter end of autumn, (ſaith this gentleman)

between my houſe and coaſt, I was environed with a thick ſog;

but on a lar e wild heath the mist began to break, and I diſcovered

a number 0 ſwallows clustered on the standing buſhes, as if they

zhad roosted there. As ſoon as the ſun broke out, they were in

stantly on wing, and, with an eaſy and placid flight, proceeded,

toward the ocean. Aſterthis I ſaw no more flocks, but only

now and then a straggler. _',

Theſe autumnal meetings are very common in the ſwallow

tribes, just about the time they depart. On the willows, about

the little ifles in the Thames, they are annually ſeen to aſſemble.

We are informed, that on the 26th of Septemberlast, two gentle

men, who happened to be at Maidcnhead-Brid e, furniſhed at

least a proof of the numbers there aſſembled. hey went with

torches, about midnight, to a neighbouring iſle, and in leſs than

half an hour brought aſhore fifty dozen. The branches of the

trees were loaden with them in ſuch a manner, that they had

nothing more to do than to draw them through their hands, the

birds never moving till they were ſecured. Some will, rhaps,

aſſert that this rendezvons met for the purpoſe of plungmg into

1ſubaqueous retrcats; but was that the caſe, they could not eſca e

diſcovery in a river constantly ſiſhed asthe Thames: undoubtedly

a ſpeedy departure was their aim.

D 2 1774.,
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1 774, and diſappeared on the 9th oſ October. In

1775, they were ſeen April 3, and lctt us Uctober the

14th. ln 1770, on the 7th ot the ſame month, and left

us one day later than the preceding year. In 1777, they

appeared on the 4.th, and diſappeared October the 1 3th.

Next year they arrived on the 9th oſ April, and diſap

peared about two dayslater. In 1779, they were ſeen

April the loth, and leſt us on the tzth or 13th of

October; ſo that ln the ſpace of five revolving ſeaſons,
the time oſ their arrival and diſappearing agreed al-v

most to a day. When they leave Europe, they always

go off in vast flocks, and what is very remarkable, a

flraggler is ſcarce ever leſt behind. In the vernal ſea

ſon, they quit the warmer regions, and return in the

ſame manner.

The different ſpecies of ſwallows do not go and

come at the ſame time; the ſand martin uſually arrives

first; about a week after the ſwallow is ſeen; a few days

later, common martins come in great numbers, and

diſperſe themſelves all over Europe. Each ſpecies com

monly epme to us in companies, and are generally first

ſeen after a rainy day.

Extraordinary as it may appear, 'tis certain that the

ſwift constantly diſappears about the middle of Auguſi.

We cannot pretend to determine the cauſe why it leaves

us ſo early; want oſ food cannot drive it from our

climate, as inſects are then very plentiful in our iſland ;

neither' can the ſeveri'ty of the ſeaſon compel it to quit

this country, as the weather is uſually very warm when

it departs. Perhaps it may ſeed on a particular ſpecies

of inſects, which may be very common in the first

ſummer months, and vaniſh in autumn. As ſwiſts

always fly high, it is probable 'theſe infects are found

only in the upper: regions of the air: it is alſo probable

that their ſeaſon is over, and they are no longer to be

found after the middle of August; if ſo, as nothing is

more likely, the eauſe of their early migration is very

evident,

'Tis
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'Tis no leſs true than remarkable, that ſvvallows

annually return to their reſpective haunts, and claim

the ſame nests which they occupied the preceding ſea-3

ſon. Thisl have already demonstrated in a former

Work.* How they steer their unerring courſe to their

native countries, after ſuch a long and distant migration,

cannot eaſily be conceived; unleſs we will ſuppoſe that

they are guided, and impelled, as it were, by a cer-s

tain quality ofthe air. If this be the caſe, at first ſet

ing out they must ſoar aloft, and after mecting with a

particular part of the atmoſphere, congenial to their

natures, they follow the ſame aerial tract, which brings

them ſafe to the reſpective countries at which they are"

wont to arrive.+ But if we allow this ſuppoſition, we

must grant that a providential instinct is the compaſs

by which they are guided. All brute creatures, it is

well known, have a kind oſlaw implanted in them by

the Great Conſervator of the world; to this innate

' The book alluded to above, is a work which has lain by

me finiſhed ſome years, but has not yet been publiſhed, entitled,

A New and (lamp/ere Natural Hista'y of Britiſh Birdr. It will be

compriſed in two large volumes octavo, and will ſpeedily appear.

The publication of this performance has been purpoſely delayed,

in order that it may he rendered as perfect and complete as oſſtble.
1- Not only martins, but every other ſummer bird ofppaſſage

of the diminutive tribe, return to the ſame district, nay to the

very ſame ſpot, which they inhabited in a former ſcaſon. Fly.

catchers I have known to build eight, nine, and even ten years
ſucceſſively, in a certain crevice of an old wall, not far from m ct

dwelling; apprehenſive that it was the ſame bird which annually

and invariably viſited the ſpot, curioſity prompted me to try an

experiment, Which put the matter out of doubt. When an

opportunity offered, l took the female, cut off the extremity

of the upper mandible of the bill, and with a knife made ſeveral
perſpicuons marks on its claws: this done, I ſet her at li-ct

berty: the ſucceeding ſpring the ſame bird returned, with the

distinguiſhing marks I had given it, which was at once ſatis

factory; Perhaps ſome will ſay it is impoſſible the bird ſhould

ſurvive, after it was deprived of the point oſ its bill; they will,

however, pleaſe to obſerve, that what was cut offwas ſo very in;

conſiderable, that the loſs oſ it could hardly be perceptible to the

þird z it could not therefore be any way detrimental to its feeding.

law
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Jaw they readily yield obedience, guided by the impulſe

pſ which they cannot err. In ſhort, thisis the faculty

which directs and regulates them in all their ways, and

all their actions.

We have now nothing more to add concerning the

ſWallow tribes. The clearest evidence imaginable has

been given, that they move into other regions. The

pains we have taken to prove this, the variety of

authors we have conſultcd, and the many instances we

have br0ught to confirm it, we doubt not, will be

ſatisfactory to the curious.

The rest oſ our ſummer emigrants ſall next under

conſideration. In the diſcuſſion of theſe, neceſſity

obliges us to be leſs prolix, least we ſwell this little

volume beyond its appointed bounds.

The birds that leave us at the commencement of

winter, and make their regular returns in the ſpring,

are, the goatſucker, the cuckow, the turtle, the stork,

the crane, the ſwallow tribe, the nightingale, the

black cap, the wheat-ear, the fly-catcher, the stone

,ehat, the whin-chat, the white-throat, the butcher

bird, the wry-neck, the red-ſtart, the-willow wren,

etoboli, &e. &c.

It cannot bejustly ſuppoſed that the ſmall birds of

paſſage, which have ſhort wings, as the nightingale,

black-cap, &c- can _be capable of ſuch distant migra

tions as the ſwallow ; it is therefore pretty certain that

they have their winter reſidence in Spain, or the ſouth

_0f France, countries which they may eaſily reach.

Theſe birds, in all probability, fly from hedge to

hedge, and from field to field, feeding as they go, till

they come to the neareſt ſea coast, and if they have not

ſtrength to fly over, they can then with ſacility make

their way to the ſouthern parts of Europe; and in all

probability, that innate knowledge which prompts

them to take theſe yearly excurſions, directs them to

vthe narrowest part of our channel, to ſhun the hazard

pſ paſſing over the wide ocean. But theſe ſhort-winged,

þirds are capable oſ longer flights than we are aware of,

. . for
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for Bellonius affirts, that he has ſeen quails, which by

their structure ſeem little adapted ſor ſuch long journies,

paſiing and repafiing the Mediterranean in great num

bers, at the ſeaſons when they leave us, and viſit us'

a am.
g'Tis veryr probable that the whole tribe of our ſum-3

mer viſitants do not all fly to the ſame countries, but

ſpend the winter in different climates; for ſome oſ

them leave us ſooner than others, and appear agairr

earlier or later in the ſpring, according to the distance

of the countries to which they eorne and go.

Next to the cuckow, the ſwift is the first that diſ

appears in the ſummer. In the beginning of Septem

= ber the nightingale retires, and is ſeen no more till

the latterend of April, or the beginning of May. The

black-cap, the white-throat, the wheat-ear, the fly

eatcher, and the stone-chat, depart about the ſame

time z but the two latter are uſually foremost in the

ſpring, frequently appearing about the middle oſ March.

Next come the willow wren and the red-start, the

whin-chat and the tit-lark, to proclaim the approach

of ſpring, and charm us with their ſweet variety of

v notes. The rest oſ the emigrants follow in ſucceſſion,

and are uſually all arrived, ſcattered over the face of

the country, by the beginning of May.'r

_ * The coming oſ our ſummer birds are indeed, in ſome mea

' ſure, regulated by the weather and the state of the ſeaſon. When

'the ſprin commenceth early, they are commonly all arrived by

the midd e oprril; when it is late, cold, and ſevere, as it fre

quently heppens, they are retarded in their paſſage, and are never

' ſeen till the vernal ſeaſon is very far advanced.

I Man oſ them (eſpecially thoſe that are weak and feeble) un

i 'doubte ly (unable to proceed) periſh 'in their journey. Many,

it is likely, are destroyed by rapacious birds in their excurſions

to and from this iſland; and many that arrive here too early, die'

when the ſeaſon is cold, for want of ſufficient ſubſistence.-'
vIRheauInar informs us, that the ſwallows which appeared first,

after the lcm and ſevere frost in t 740, all died of hunger. Many

othFr ſmall hit-ds of paſſage, it is probable, perilhed by the ſame

can e. - -

-. 'Tis
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'Tis very remarkable that ſome oſ theſe, which are'

birds of paſſage in England, have a fiXed reſidence in'

ſome countries all the year round. A ſpecies of

ſwallows, Herodotus mentions, reſides in Egypt the

Whole year. Proſper Alpinus aſſerts the ſat'ne;elE and

Mr. Loten, late Governor of Ceylon, declares, that

t'hoſe of Java never remOve. Every other ſort we

have heard oſ, except theſe, obſerve a periodical mi-'

gration, or retreat. The ſwallo'ws oſ Norway, North

America, Kamſchatka, the temperate pa'rtsof Europe,

of Aleppo, and Jamaica, all agree in this one parti:

cular.1- '

On the' contrary, ſome birds, which nev'er remove

from this iſland, are migratory in other countries;

Larks, Which are ſettled inhabitants here, are birds of

paſſage in the north, deſerting that re'g'ion'in winter,

to return with the returning ſpring. The chaffinch,

that constantly reſides here, appears in Carolina and

Virginia in the winter, but goes in ſummer to breed in

the more northern countries.

Before we cloſe this department, 'We ſhall ſay ſome;

thing oſ the larger birds of paſſage; viz. the cuckow,

the turtle, the stork, the cran'e, the gear-ſucker, &c.

Of this tribe, the tuckow is the moſt remarkable.

Early in the ſpring it diſcovers itſelf in our country b'y

its well-known voiCe; at the approach of winter it to;

tally diſappears, and is heard of no more till the vernal

ſeaſon enſuing. Many are the conjectures how it pre
ſerves itſelſin the Winter; ſome ſay that it hides itſelf itſil

our iſland, and continues in a dormant state; and it

has been aſſerted, that cuckows have been diſcovered

in the midst of winter, not only in holes of trees, but

under ground in ſandy ſoils, alſo in the caverns of

* History oFEgyp't, 1', 198. _

1- Conſult Pontoppidan's Hiſtory oſNorway, vol. 7., pa e 98 ;

Cateſby's History of Carolina, vo . r, page 51; the Hiſ ory of

Kamſchatka, pa e 167.; Ruſſel's History of Aleppo, page 705

and the PhiloſopE.'Tranſactions, No. 361.'

tocks;
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tocks, antique buildings, old walls,_ out-houſes, and

the like. Nay, ſome pretend that they have been

ſound in stacks oſ wheat, hay, &c. dead to appear

ance; but, after carrying them to a_ fire, they have re

vived,* and ſung with as much vigour as in the midst

of ſpring. By the ancients it was a received notion,
that there is a ſecret ſympathy betweenv this bird and

the kite, and that he takes a cuckow under his pro

tection, and even waſts him on his ſhoulders to distant

climates. There are many other fables of this bird,

but it would be impertinent to recite them, as they are

not only repugnant to common ſenſe, but ſo anoma

lous, unwarrantable, and incredible, that they' are

quite unworthy the reader's attention.

Doubtleſs the cuckows, like ſwallows, &e. ſhift their

habitation at the commencement of winter, and ſeek a

country more ſuitable to their nature and conſiitu_tions._

Probably their winter reſidence is in the ſouthern

climes, or, poffibly, as they have great" strength of

flight, they may fly ſo far as Egypt or Ethiopia.' If

quails, which have ſhort wings, can fly quite over the

Mediterranean,'ſure Africa cannot be too distant a

migration for theſe birds.

The cuckow makes the ſhortest stay1L of any of our

* 1 have heard it affirmed, that an oldhollow tree being cut

down in a certain village in Wiltlhire, and laid on the fire, a

cuckow, revived by the warmth, jumped out Of the fuel, and be

gan repeating its uſual note with great enlrgy, to the admiration

of the beholders: but I think this relation is too extravagant to

deſerve our credit.

f Though the generalit of the cuck0w tribe diſappear at the

latter end oſjune, ſome o the ybung are uſually ſeen in England

in july, August, and evenin September. It is therefore certain

the latter brood do not migrzite with the rest, as many of them are

not fiedged, nor even hatched, when the old ones leave this

countr . How theſe inexperienced animals, who never strayed

from eir native district, and who are perfectly unac uainted with

eyery other region, ſhould diſcover the climate w ere the pre'

ceding emigrants have taken their abode, is a question not eaſily

to he ſoived. Guided undoubtedly they are by a kind of instinct,

implanted in them by the great Author of Nature.

E ' ſummer
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ſummer guests. From the time oſ its arrival to ito

de arture, is only three months. No reaſon' can be

aſſigned why they leave us ſo early; it cannot be owing.

to a ſcarcity of food, nor can the frigidity oſ the wea

ther compel it to move, it being very warm when it de

parts. Likely, a certain temperament oſ the atmo

ſphcre, or a perceptible tranſition in-their own bodies,

may force them away, and prompt them to change

their climate, in order to obtain what is more agreeable

to them. Mr. Stillingfieet ſaith, the cuckow is com

pelled here by that constitution of air, which cauſes

the fig tree to put ſorth its leaves. From the coin

cidence of the first appearance oſ ſummer birds oſ paſ

ſage, this ingenious writer would establiſh a natural

calendar in our rural oeconomy.*

Pennant is oſopinion there is only a partiai-migratiort

oſ theſe birds; he thinks a few oſ them take ſhelter in

hollow trees, and lie torpid, till animated by unuſual

warm weather. He ſays, he has two evidenees oſtheir

being heard to ſing as early as February, but they were

not heardv long; chilled again, he ſuppoſes, into tor

idit . .p I glannot coincide with him r 'tis indiſputable there

are instances-oſ cuckows appearing in winter, but they

are very rare and uncommon 5 and we may reaſonably

ſuppoſe, that when a straggler is ſeen in that ſevere

ſeaſon, that it was either bewilderrd in its paſſage, or

was hutched m lar-'to take its flight with the rest ofthe

nus. . -

The' turtle-daw (which we are next to conſider)

comes hither in the ſpring, and goes away.- agairt in' *

autumn. Their winter retreat- is in the warm ſouthern '

climes, where they breed. Theſe birds arrive here in

vast flocks ; they go off in the ſame manner, and fet'

or none remain in our northern countries during the

winter, unleſs they are kept in aviaries or cages. It is

* Calendar of Flora, vide preface throughout:

ſuppoſed
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ſuppoſed many oſtheſe ſpend the dreary ſeaſon in Egypt,

and' other parts of Africa.

Stork: viſit our ifland in the ſ ring, and go off again

early in the autumnal ſealon. aturalists are at a loſs

where theſe birds go when they quit this climate ; but

it is pretty certain they steer their c0urſe toward the

ſouthern countries. The periodical journies of the

stork were taken notice of by the Antideluvians 5 and

indeed, almost every naturalist of antiquity gives

an account of their constant and regular migranons.

Theſe birds no- not all fly to the ſame country; and it

is very remarkable they always take their flight by night.

Belon informs us they are common in the winter time .

in Egypt, and other parts of Africa. Some ſay, that

when they go away, the stork, which arrives last to the

place oſ rendezvous, is killed on the ſpot; but, in all
ſirobability, this aſſertion is not grounded on fact, but

18 only the ſpawn oſ ſu erstitious credulity.

When the leave Europe, they gather together in

vast flocks. cing thus aſſembled, they will continue

for ſome days in the ſame place, chattering and making

a great noiſe, as iſ debating oſ the method to proceed ;

then being ſilent for ſome time, after a fignal given,

the all fly off, fetch many great rounds near the earth,

an then gradually aſcend, still mounting higher and

higher, till at length the great cloud, which a few

moments ago darkened the atmoſphere, is quite imper

Ceptible. The celebrated Thomſon has given ſuch a'

fine and beautiful deſcri tion of the paſſage ofthe storks,

that we cannot withho d it from our readers. -

Where the Rhine loſes his majestic force

In Belgian plaine, won from the raging deep,

By diligence amaz'mg, and the strong

Unconquerable hand of liberty,

The stork aſſembly meets: for many a day

Conſulting deep and various, e're they take

Their arduous voyage thro' the liquid ſky.

E a And
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* And now their routdeſign'd, their leaders choſe,

Their tribes adjusted, cleaq'd their vigorous wings,

And many a circle, many a ſhort eſſay

Wheel'd round and round, in congregation full

The figur'd flight aſcends; and riding high,
Th' aerial billows mixes with the clouds. ct "

SEASONS, Autumn, l. 859.

The cra'ze ſlays here ſomewhat lon er than the stork,
ſeldom deſerting Europe till the mid'le of September.v

Theſe birds are' ſound in Lincolnſhire, and many other

parts of England; but the cold artic region is their

favourite abodefi They come down into the more

ſouthern parts of Europe, rather as viſitants than in

habitants, yet it is not eaſily aſcertained how they

portion out their time to the different parts of the world.

Like storks, 'they migrate in immenſe flocks, and return
in like manner. In Orleans, in France, Octobetſi'

1753, there were ſeveral thouſands'oſ them ſeen paflin
from thcctnorth to the ſouth. Geſner aſſures us, that

the 'cranes uſually began to quit Germany from about

the 1 xth oſ September to the x7th of October; from

thence they were ſeen steering ſouthward in numbers

incredible. Redi informs us'they arrive in Tuſcanya

ſhort time after. In the ſeverity oſ winter it is not

unlike'ly but they may advance louthward; still nearer
the line. A 'ſi ' ' '

* When they migrate, they ſoar to an itn erceptible
height,_and obſerve great reghlarity ctin t eir flight.

Milton, in his Paradiſe Lost, book'7, l. 426, has cle'

gantly expreſſed this circumstance. ,

Thus they, rangTd in figure, wedge their way,

Intelligent of ſeaſons, and ſet forth ' - '

Their airy caravan high over ſeas

Flying, and over lah'ds with mutual wing
Eaſing their flight, ſo steers thev prudent crane

Herannual voyage, borne on winds; the air - _

' Floats as'they p'aſs, ſann'd with imnumber'd plumgg.

Thr
\
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'The arrival of theſe birds of paſſage is wonderfully
regular. Jedi tells us, that in the fields near Piſa, inv

Italy, they appeared'on the zoth of Febru'ary, in 1667;
on the 24thſſ, in 16683 the 17th, in 1669; and the

rsth, in r67o. '

* The gmtfizrker, by ſome called raprz'mulgus, is the

latest ſummer emigrant we have. It does not reach us

till the middle of May, and invariably retires before the'

latter end of August. In ſummer it is an inhabitant

of Derbyſhire, Shropſhireſi Yorkſhire', and VViltſhire.

It constantly flies by night, and" is ſuppoſed, by

Klein and many others, to be a ſpecies of ſwallow.

This bird's winter reſidence is in ſome of the

ſouthern countries. As it diſappears about the ſame

time as the ſwift, it is probable it flies to the ſame

region.

The quail is a regular emigrant, though it has been

conjectured that it ſleeps during the winter in ſome

parts of Great-Britain. Annually they are ſeen croſſing

the Mediterranean in numbers immenſe. When they

forſake this iſland, like cranes, they go off in the night,

and uſually fly in pairs. The quail is ſo tender a bird,

that it cannot bear cold countries.

It appears ſurpriſing, that quails, which are ſo ill

adapted for long flights, ſhould attempt to fly over the

wide extenſive ocean; but it is certain they do. Was it

not confirmed by undeniable attestations, it is ſo very

extraordinary, that we could not credit it. Bellonius

aſſures us, that when he went from Rhodes to Alexan

dria, in autumn, ſeveral quails, flying from the north to

the ſouth, were taken in his ſhip. Sailing at ſpring the

Fontrary way, from ſouth to the north, he obſerved

them on their return; when many of them were taken

in the ſame manner. This account coincides with

many others to the ſame purpoſe. The quail generally
chooſes actnorth wind for theſe noctumal adventures,

the ſouth being very detrimental, as it retards their

flight, by moistening their plumage,
. . '

'
-.
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As we have now distinctly enumerated the whole

tribe of the feathered nations which viſit us in the

ſpring, and deſert US at the approath of winter; as we

have marked the stated times of their going and com

ing, followed them in their aerialjournies, and traced

them to their reſpective regions, we ſhall now turn our

view to out wintlr emigrant, and endeavour to ſatisfy

the curioſity of the reader, by ſhewing the retreats of

the fieldfare, the red-wing, the woodcock, ſnipe, &c.

and leading him to thoſe blealt and frozen climes,

where they constantly and regularly emigratg.

OF



  

OF

WINTER BIRDS

OF PA-SSA-GEa

" 'HEN theſe birds leave Europe, they retire-to

the northern parts of the cont-inent, where'

they breed, and reſide during the ſummer mouths.

At the return of winter they are driven ſoutherly im

quest oſſood, of which they are deprived by the ice and

ſnow in thoſe frigid regions. .

Immenſe fl'ocks of fieldfare: and red-wings appear

here about the middle of October, and leave us in the

flpring. It- isimagined that thoſe which viſit our iſland

have taken their flight from Sweden, Nor-way, and

the neighbouring countries.

Theſe birds are tempted here by the bet-ries *" whichv

are found in great plenty in most parts of England,

and whichmake a principal part of their food. Some'

of this tribe, however, are in ſome elimates constant

inhabitants, and never ſhift their quarters ; thoſe, for

instance, of Pruſſta and Ruffia not only breed, but win

ter in thoſe countries.

A convincing proof that theſe winter emigrants come

here for food, is, becauſe the numbers that appear armually are

very diſproportionate. ln ſome ſeaſons, when there is a grea'

produce of hawthorn berries, every buſh ſwan-me with them;

when there is a-ſcareity, it is remarked, very few of theſe birds

are to be ſeen in this Country. By this we may ſu ſe, that they

Wander from country to country, and ſettlc in only where

they find a good (lock of food.

The
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The fieldfare and red-wing (the Royflon crow ex;

cepted) are the only birds_of kpitſſage that conſigntly__

add unanimouſly le'ave us a't t commencement of

winter. And it is very extraordinary that theſe

ſhould leave us, there being no ahſolute neceſſity ſor

their migration, either on the ſcore oſ proviſion or

climate. The place oſ their retirement is Sweden, and

other cold Countries, in this latitude; here they an;
ntſilally breed and paſs their ſummcrs. When they steer

their courſe back to Great-Britain, they company with

red-wings, andpmalte ſhort Nights,l paſſing from hedge

to hedge, and country to country, feeding as they go,

till at length they reach our iſland. lt is certain they

ſpend the ſummers in Norw'ay, Sweden, and*the"

adjacent countries, becauſe vthey are yearly ſeen paſſing

and repaſiing from and to the northern parts in great

numbers. . . . .

In the ſpring, when they quit Europe, conſcious of

the ſuperior coldneſs oſ the boreal climes, they do not

hasten thither immediately, but ſail gradually on

through the more moderate countries oſ- Gcrmany and'

Poland. When the ſeverity of the cold is abated, and)

proper food may be met with for their ſubſiſience, they

journey on more expeditiouſly, and arrive at the

nerthern regions. Here they diſperſe themſelves over

the face of the landſcape, andremain. in' peace and

plenty, till they are driven back again by the rigorous

ſeverity oſ the ſeaſon. _

The coming of theſe birds * may then be pretty welt

accountedſor. Impelled by an innate principle of ſelf

preſervation, they go northwardor ſouthward in one

ſimple tract. When their food fails them here, they

* The fieldfare and red-wing were the Turdi oſ the Romans:

which they ſattened with figs and bread mixt together. Van-o

tells us that they were'birds of paſſage, common in autumn, and

departing in the ſpring. A In thoſe times they muſt have been ex

ceedingly plenty, for they were kept by thouſan'ds in their ſatten:

ing aViarie'.--'KramerElench. 361. * Varro, lrb. 3, c. 5.

depart'
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'depart elſewhere, and return again as ſoon as it is re

newed. They do not arrive in France till the begin

ning of December.

We cannot pretend to determine why theſe birds

leave us in the ſpring; nor do we find that any other

naturalist can aſſign any just reaſon for their departure.

At the time of their migration one would naturally

imagine they wouldkontinue, and build their nests

with us, as there is no obstacle with reſpect to food and

climate. . It is certain, however, that the majority,

it' not the whole tribe, depart to other countries for

this purpoſe.

Perhaps it may be ſuggested that they do not leave us

till the haws and other berries are all gone, and they

are under a neceſſity to go in quest of ſubſistence elſe

where. This, however, is of no importance, unleſs

it 'can be proved that the northern climes, to which they

retire, afford them a freſh ſupply; which, in all pro

bability, they cannot, Poſſibly, therefore, the food of

theſe birds in ſummer is not the ſame as in the winter.

But if we allow this conjecture, it is very ineffectual in

ſolving the question, My do tbe lear/e us? Undoubt

edly they might, in our country, not only find proviſion

in greater plenty, but much ſooner, and with more

facility, than in thoſe ſrigid regions to which they re

move.

We must, therefore, acknowledge, that we cannot

thoroughly investiga!e this ſecret ofhature. Providence

(as a learned naturalist remarks) has created a great

'variety of birds, and other animals, whoſe constitutions

and inclinations are adapted to the different degrees of

heat and cold in the ſeveral climates of the world 5 he

has alſo given them proper appetites for the productions

of thoſe countries, (whoſe temperature is agreeable

with their natures) as well as knowledge and abilities

to find them out. From whence we may conclude,

that the birds before-mentioned could no more ſubſist

in the ſultry climes of the Molucca iſlands, than bird?

F o
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of Paradiſe could in the frozen regions of Sweden and

Laffland. . . _. ,

We ſhall now just mention other migratory birds

which diſappear in the ſpring, and endeavour to

watch them to thoſe abodes to which they annually

reſort. _

The cold northern ſrtuations are the general ſummer'

rendezvous of woadzatb. Norway, Sweden, Lapland,

and the neighbouring countries, are the places where'

they migrate to when they deſert our iſland. When;

the cold rage: there with great ſeverity, they t'ake their

flight to more moderate climes, where the earth is open,

penetrable, and adapted to their way'of feeding. They

a'ppear among us about the middle onctober ; and diſ-.

appear in' February, or the beginning _o_f March.v A

few of them have been known to breed herefi" *

Woodcocks are frequently ſeen in their migrations,

paſſing to the north in pairs. Stragglers are ſometimes,
found ſo wearied with their journey,- that they areſi

unableto proceed. A learned writer; informs us, on
the authority of Mr. Thomas Travers, of Cornwall,ſi

thatthe mariners ofa ſhip, Which was farther from landſi

than any birdsuſed to be'found, diſcovered a bird,

hovering over them. When they first ſaw it, it ſeemed

among the clouds, and was but just diſcernible; how-'

ever, it gradually deſcended, took ſeveral circuits round
the" "veſſel, and at length lighted on the deck. 'Theſi

bird was ſo Wearied and ſatigued, that they took it off

with their hands, and found it was a woodcock. Likely,_

* We are informed that in Caſe wood, about two miles from

Tun'oridge, a few build almost annually; the young havin been

ſhot in the beginning of August, and were as healthy and Zig as

are with us in the wmter, but not ſo well tasted. A female

was killed' in that neighbourhood in April; the egg

was as big as that of a pigeon. They are remarkably tame

during incubation: A perſon who diſcovered one ſittin , has

oſten stood over it, and eVen stroaked it, notwithstanging it

hutcth the young, and at the proper ſcaſon. diſappeared with

them . .

' the
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with egg,
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the poor creature was steering northward, in order to

follow his feathered mates; but lost his way in its

paſſage, and by the force 'of winds, or a storm, was

driven from the trUe aerial'tract. Instances oſ this

kind often occur. ' Voyagers,'oſ veracity, whom I

cannot but credit, have informed me, that they have"

ſeen ſwallows and other birds light on the ſhips ſome

times, when they have been very remote from any

ſhore. A stronger proof of the real migration of birds

cannot be given.

* ' 'Tis very remarkable, that when the woodcock first

arrives here, the taste of its fleſh is quite different'

' from what it is afterwards; it is very white, ſhort,

and tender, 'and ſeems to have no blood in it, but af

ter it has been in this country a conſiderable time, it

becomes more tough, stringy, and fibrous, like that

of domestic fowls. If you _ſhoot a cock just before

their departure, it bleeds plentifully, whereas at the

beginning of winter it ſcarce bleeds at all. From this

it ſeems evident, that in thoſe countries where they'

have their ſummer reſidenc'e, they ha've a different kind

of nouriſhment from what they have here. Probably

their luxuriant and ſucculent kind of nouriſhment,

which they meet with among us, prepares them for

ibreeding in thoſe countries where they retire, with the

._companions of their choice." * * *'

In the winter great numbers of woodcocks are ſeen

as far ſouth as Smyrna and Aleppo.* It has been alſo

asterted, that ſome of them have appeared as far ſouth

as Egypt. In North-America and Newfoundland,

woodcocks are unknown.

Theſhipe appears about the ſame time as the pre

ceding. A few of them reſide with us the whole year,

but the generality of them deſert with the woodcocks.

_Like them they have alſo their ſummer quarters in the

north, and breed in the moist woods of Sweden, and

other cold countries. Thoſe which continue here

- F 2 make

** ſi ' Ruſſel's History of Aleppo, 64..
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make their nests in our low moors and marſhes, and

lay four or five eggs.*

The bended or Raſſon crow come and go about the

ſame time as the woodcock. Their winter abode is

in Sweden and Austria, where they breed. In Scot

land, in many parts of the Hebridcs, the Orkneys, and

Shetlands, they are found in great plenty, where they

breed and refide the whole year, Thoſe which migrate

here at the commencement of winter, are ſuppoſed to

be inhabitants of the northern countries.

Many have affirmed that theſe are not migratory,

but we are confident they are. Belon, Geſner, and

Aldrovandus agree, that it is a bird of paſſage in their

reſpective countries. It is, however, ſomewhat re

markable, that this ſpecies ſhould leave us, whoſe food

is ſuch, that it may befound at all ſeaſons in this

country.

The datterel is ſaid to be a bird of paſſage, but it is

only a wanderer, ſhifting its habitatiOn in the vemal

and autumnal ſeaſons, from the marſhes to hilly ſitua

tions. At thoſe times they are very common on the

Wiltſhire and Berkſhire downs. The green plover,

the long-legged plover, and the ſanderling, which are

 

* Thoſe who are deſirous of being more particularly acquainted

with the natural history of the ſnipe, and other Britiſh birds,

ſhould conſult a work, entitled, A Ntrw and Campltt: Natural

I-Iista'y quriti/b Birdr, which, with great labour and expence, we

have compiled. This performance is not yet publiſhed, but it is

now going to the preſs, and will appear in a ſhort time. There

the Ornithologist will find the ſubject diſcuſſed as it ought, and all

the errors of former writers corrected. There, we flatter ourſelves,

he will meet with a fund of knowledge, entertainment, curioſity,

novelty, and instruction, infinitely ſuperior to what other works

on this topic can boast of. Acurious, particular, and accurate

account is given of every bird found in Great-Britain, whether

aquatic, migratory, or local; and every thing relative to the

nature of birds in general is treated of in as entertaining a man

ner as the nature ofthe ſubject would allow. In ſhort, we think

we may ſlile it, A New and CampIe-te Sjflem 'ſ Britiſh Ornitbolagy.

See more of the particulars of this work in the Ladies Magazine

for October, '779 z page 528. .

ſeen

----_4-_M\. __M___
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ſeen here in winter, and are ſuppoſed to be birds oſ

aſſage, are only wanderers, as they are known to

greed in ſome parts of England. 'Tis true they are

migratory, i. e. they journey from country to country,

but never totally leave this iſland. Curlews and lap

wings are in the ſame predicament.

WWRWWK

ACCOUNT of thoſe BIRDS

Which are not Regular EMIGRANTS,

But only ſhift their Warters at certain

Seaſons of the Year.

IRDS oſ paſſage are generally understood to be

B thoſe which are compelled annually to take long

and distant excurſions; but, in reality, almost every

Britiſh bird is a bird of paſſage, though they may not

journey to places ſo remote. Small birds uſually re

move at ſome ſeaſons of the year, either from one

country or district to another, or towards the ſhore,

from the more inland provinces.

There are two periods in the year when theſe little

animals change their haunts, the one in the ſpring,

the other in the autumn. Why they obſerve, with ſuch

punctuality, theſe occaſional migrations, we do not

know; food perhaps may be deficient in thoſe ſeaſons,

which may stimulate them to change their abode.

When they begin their march, they aſſemble in vast

flocks, and generally steer their courſe against the

wind, if there be any stirring. Thoſe flights of

linnets which viſit us in the ſpring are only wanderers,

and belong to ſome other country. I

' n
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In ſpring and autumn many perſons obtain cta"liveli

h00d by taking theſe birds with nets in their paſſage,

Autumn is the principal ſeaſon when the fawler employs

his art to take theſe wanderers. His nets are most in

geniouſiy constructed, and ſo contrived, as from a flat

poſition to riſe on each ſide, and clap over the birds that

happen to alight between them. He has certain call

birds, generally conſisting of five or ſix linnets, two

greenſinches, two goldfinches, a bullſinch, a wood-lark,

a red-pole, a tit-lark, and a yellow-hammer; theſe are

put in cages at a little distance from the nets. He has alſo

what are termed flur-birds, placed upon a moveable

perch, which he can raiſe when he pleaſes by means of

a string, which he lifts gently up and, down as the wild

bird approaches. But this is inſufficient to call the

wild bird down; it must, before it is captivated, be

called by one of the ſmall birds in the cages; on hearing

the call of its feathered mates, the wild bird is stopped

in its most rapid flight, and will immediately light

within the ſnare. The bird-catcher instantly pulls a

string, and the nets clap directly dov'vn on the unfor

tunate captive. Such an alluring power have the call

birds, that ſometimes if half the flock only are decoyed',

'the others will unſuſpectingly light between the nets,

and become captives with their companions.

'Tis not eaſy to account for the nature of this call;

perhaps it may be' an invitation to food, a prelude to
courtſhip, or a challenge to combat. When takenſi,

the males are made captives for ſinging, and the fe
males are killed to be ſerved up to the tables of the deſi

'licate, or 'the rich. For a more ſatisfactory account of

'this matter, ſee /l Nero and Camp/ete Natural History of'

Britiſh Birds, before mentioned.

RaFLEc.

4.'
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_REFLECTTQNS\,

ON-'THAT '

Þilſirluly admirable andwonderful IN s T 1 N c T', j

THE

'In

ſi - i Annual-Mig'rationjoſ Birds; A

T'HE periodical migration of 'the featheredſſtribe,

' and their' 'regular returns, [are ſo extraordfnar ,

'in unacCountable, ſo amazing and 'remarkable,.'fhat'

it'cannot but ſiertcite our admiration, and ſill us With;

astoniſhmentl' 'A 'stranger pho'enome'nonwe 'never'

h'ea'r'd of in 'alljth'e materialWÞvorl'd l ' In all the boundL",

l'eſs works ofnature, nothing' is more ſurpriſing, or haws'r

mare exelted * the cuffoflty of' man i Tvraverſe tþeſ_utj-*

most limits of this terragueous globe-ſi-explore the ſe-'

c'ret receſſis of its 'inmost bowelsQ-Lſearch theſi_fldlds

realms of the Watry world-ſier withnfkjlfuldeye'into,

thewhole'chain of'finny inhabitants' that ſkim the'

flth'omt'eſsudeep-zexainine with nic'est *fcrutiny the'

immenſe tribes of animals that walk the earth, and

drink the golden day; extend your range-wing-tſie
aeri'al regions-ſcale the imme'afnrablefarſich-Jurvey the

ſun and moon, andall the countleſis gibbes that-rollaboveJ

-"-'and in all the grand'to r, in your long, longexcurſion._,'z
ibſſzſhort, in theflhqle ystem of created things, what,

will you diſcover more WORdCI'fUl-H-'LHOIL Curious-uori

more amazing l-Without anyeompaſs-to reguiate their-i

courſe, or any chart to make obſervations in their voyſi';

age, theſe little 'animals ſail over, the Ocean,_and*_a,tj

length
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length arrive ſafe at the deſired ſhore.-Not only' ara

rive' ſafe, but, what is still more extraordinary, always

find the readiest way, and the ſhortest cut.--How ad

mirable l-t-'Surely We cannot but cry out-A" Wonder.

ful are thy works, O Lord l-thy ways are incompre

henſible-they are past finding out i"

" The stork in the heavens knoweth her appointed

times; and the turtle, the crane, and the ſwallow ob

ſerve the time of their coming."* All of them have their

stated periods, which they duly and punctually obſerve.

Even the young of theſe birds perceive how abſolutely

neceſſary it is to forſake the land of their nativity, and

travel in quest of milder climes.+ Some birds un-*

dertake jourrries th'at might intimidate even human

perſeverance. In ſpring the qu'a'ils fly from the remote'

parts of Africa to European climes. After continu

ing with us the ſummer,- they steer their flight back'

again to enjoy the temperate air' of Egypt. Swallows

launch' quite over the Atlantic OCean, and return a-n

gain the ſame way, the enſuing ſpring. The time

of their going and coming is not theſame with every

ſ ecies 3 ſome are' waiting for the winter, and others

fgr the ſpring. Some move off in ſummer, and others

again in autumn.

When the migration ſeaſon approaches, we obſerve

birds not only to aſſemble in families, to incorporate in

troops, but, previous to their long and distant journey,

exerciſing themſelves by taking long flights, &e.

* Jeremiah 8, 7.

+ The deſire of changing climate is very apparent in e tive

birds, and ſhews itſelf by the greatest anxiety and unea neſs

imaginable. Indeed, it is one of the strongest affections of the

birds instinct. Any one who ice s abird o the migratory kind,

will obſerve, that at the ſeaſon o the year when thoſe of the ſame

tribe depart, the little captive will ſhew a great deſire of being

releaſed; he will be inceſſantly making efforts to ſet himſelf at

liberty, and perhaps occaſion his death b his hard struggles to

get looſe. At other times he will be live y and chearful, tran

Ail and eaſy, and willremain quiet and contentedin hi' priſon.

The
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The circumstances 'of theſe inigratlo'ns are various in

different ſpecies. All bird's of paſſage do not incor

poratein troops z tnAny ſet out ſing'ly, many with their

'females and families, and many march in ſmall detach

ments. An innate instihct prompts them to remove

at their reſpective ſeaſons. 'As ſoon as proviſion fails

them, or heat or c'old incommodes them, they aſſemble*

together, bring about them their young, and com-l

municate to them their intention of changing elimate.

In what manner they do' this-"who convenes the

aſſembly-ſi-what debates ariſe-Lor how they communi

cate the reſolution taken-ſi] will not PretEnd to deter

mine. 'Tis indiſputable not one_of them deſerts till

the undertaking is fixed, and the proclamattion has been

publiſhed. Not a ſingle loiterer is to be ſee'n when the -

troops are preparing for their de'campment, nor a ſingle

flraggler to be found when they have Onc'e begun' their

march. Thus equipped, all unanimc'mfl begin their

long aerial voyage. Over kingdoms 'an continents,

' hills and vales, cities, towns, villages, fields, deſarts,

and wide capacious ſeas, they wing' their way, " by

the liquid air up borne."-Having finiſhed their jour

ney through the land, their wings become a kind of

ſails,-]- and they launch, though not into, yet over

the ocean.1 In a few Weeks they arrive at the deſired

country, where they reſide till the balmy gales of the

ſpring invite them to return again.

How astoniſhing that ſuch irrational and inexpe

rienc'ed animals ſhould be able to perform ſuch long

journies lad-'that they ſhould know the exact time when

to

* The reaſon why migratory birds aſſemble in flocks at the

time of their departure, is, becauſe by this augmentation of

troops, they find themſelves more capable' of reſisting their

onemies'.

T Remigio Alarum. VlRGIL. v

I Most ofour ſummer emigrants fly over the ſeas in their paſ

ſage to distant countries. The ſwallows and martins steer their

courſe over the Atlantic ocean. The numbers of birds that are

ſeen
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- " "um-'r

to go-know whither to steer,* and when to return.

Certain it is, that, birds are actuated by a peculiar

izyi'inct, implanted in them by the GREAT CREATOR

or ALL WORLDs-THE mvmz OMNIPOTENT GOD.

For, as Aristotle justly obſerves, they act not by art,

neither do they enquire or deliberate about what they

do, and yet they perform all their undertakings with

unerringjudgment, and inimitable ſkill.

What, ſaith a learned Naturalist, but the great Cre

ator's instinct, ſhould induce an unthinking, irrational

bird, not only to venture over vaſ't tracts of land, but

even to launch over wide extenſive ſeas. It cannot

be ſuppoſed that they have any knowledge of the way,

or any perception of distant places. Or ſhould it be

admitted that theſe little wanderers, by their high

aſcents into the atmoſphere, can deſcry acroſs the ſeas,

and perceive the limits of the ocean, yet whoever told

them ? By what mysterious intelligence are they fen'

fible that one land is more proper, one country better

adapted to their constitutions, than another? That

Britain (for inſtance) ſhould afford them better ac

ſeen annually ſhimming the pure marble air, and waſting them

ſelves along above that mimenſe world of waters, are amazing.

Who can recount what tranſmigmtions there "

Are annual made? what nations come and go?

And how the livin clouds on clouds ariſe?

Infinite wings! till-all the plume-dark air,

And rude reſounding ſhore are one wild. cry.

THOMSON's AUTUMN.

* Quis non cum admiratione videat ordinem & politiam, pere

grinantium avium in itinere, tunnatum volantium, per lougos

rerrarum 8; maris tractos abſque aqua marina ?- (ſiujs eas certnm

her in aiiris mutabili regione docuit? (Dis praeteritae figna 8:

future viae indicia? uis eas ducit, nutrit, 8: vitze neceſſaria

ministrat? Qi'is inſulas hoſpitia illa, in quibus victum repe

riant, indicavnt modumque ejusmodi loci in peregrinationibus

ſuis inveniendi? Haec ſane ſuperant hominum eaptum 8.: induſ-v

triam, quinon niſi longis experientiis, multis itinerariis, ehartis

geographicis, 8: aecus magnetica: beneſicio,-e]usmodi marium

8: terrarum tractus conficere tentaut 8: audent. Lud. de Beau

fort. Cos. div. ſect. 5.

ccmmodations
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commodations than Egypt, than the Canaries, Spain,

or any of thoſe intermediate places, over which many

of them probably fly.

Some are of opinion that all birds of paſſage are en

dued with ſuch an innate natural ſaeulty, that they

are ſuſceptible of the tranſitions of the atmoſpherical

fluid, or the steams of the bodies where they reſide,

. the alteration, or deficiency of their uſual food, &c.

and that the changes arifing from one or more of theſe

in the temperament of their own bodies, induce them

to change their ſituations, in order to avoid what is of.

ſenſive, and obtain what is more agreeable to their nau

ture and constitutions.-=-Mr. Derham is alſo ofopi

him), that the temperature of the air as to heat and

cold, and their natural propenſity to breed their young,

are great incentives to migration. ,_But it is (continues

he) a very odd instinct that they; ſhould at all ſhift;

their quarters ; that ſome certain ſpot is not to be

found 'in all the terraqueous globe affording them c0n+

venient food and habitation all the year; either in the

frigid climes, for ſuch as delight in the colder regions,

or the hotter, for ſuch birds of paſſage that fly to us

in ſummer.* _ - '

1 But not only birds, but divers ſpecies of fiſhes, have

alſo their removes. River fiſh, for instance, as ſalmon,

trout, &e. go up into the ſmaller brooks to breed ;

afterward they ſail back, and go down into the very

mouths of rivers that empty themſelves into the ocean.

Salmons annually aſcend up from the ſea to rivers four

or five hundred miles distant, only to cast their ſpawn,

and ſecure itin banks of ſand. When the young are

hatched, and excluded, by a wonderful and most ſur

priſing instinct, they return to them again. =Young

ſpawns'having been marked, and cast into the river,

have gone down into the ſea, and returned again full

grown, with their marks, in the ſame river, Great

numbers of marine fiſh, as mullet, mackarel, herring,

G 2 pilchard,

* Derham's Phyſ. Theol. 347.
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pilchard, &e. come in ſhoals at certain ſeaſons; but

theſe having the capacious ocean to travel in, remove

north and ſouth, either for the ſuperior warmth of the

water, which is adapted to their constitutjons, or for

the plenty or agreeableneſs of the food ſuch waters

in all probability produce. -

Several ſorts of quadruped animals do alſo occaſion

ally migrate, and remove from place to place. Where

they can have ſufficient covert, and plenty of food,

thoſe ſituations are uſually preferred, and ſometimes

they range immenſe tracts of land before they can find

a ſpot proper for theſe purpoſes. Ferocious animals of

the deſart, in order to ſatisfy the calls of hunger, have

been known to travel into very diſtant countries. In

very ſharp ſeaſons they do not take ſuch long excur

lions; they then are compelled by neceſſity to ap

proach nearer the Vicinity of man 5' indeed keen hun

ger compels them : A't this time the neighbourhood of

Man (in thoſe regions where thoſe lhaggy monsters

reſide) dreadfully re-echo with their different roar

ings 5 they stun the midnight hours with their yellings,

and always 'make choice of the nocturnal ſhades to

carry on their depredations. Theſe circumstances are

beautifully expreſſed by the Pſalmist in his addreſs to

the Deityz-Thou makest darkneſs, and it is night,

wherein all the beasts of the forest do creep forth.

'ſhe ſun ariſeth, they gather themſelves together, and _

lay them doWn' in their dens. O Lord l how ma

nifold are thy'works ! in wiſdom hast thou made them

all, the earth is full ofthy riches! '

Pardon me, Reader, for this digreſſion :-And as

this ſubject of emigration is now concluding, permit

me to apologize for the little errors which may occur

in the preceding pages. Want of time and better

mental abilities were two obstacles which prevented me

from making it more perfect. Critics Will, therefore

cenſure, and Zoiluſes condemn 3 but I regard neither

the

' Pſalm 104., v._ 20, &e.
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the one nor the other. Fearleſs of their malice and

reſentment, careleſs and inattentive to their obſerva

tions, unaffected with the ſhowers of arrows that they

dart around me, I ſhall stand unmoved, unſhaken,

undaunted, and look down on them and their remarks

with contempt and diſdain.-To the candid, judicious

Reader, I have alſo aword to ſay, and then I have

done, which is,--let elemency plead for my errors,

and good nature cover my faults z-n-pardt'm the miſ

takes of the preſs, and forgive my blunders, for ſuch

will unavoidably eſcape. Never ſince the degradation

of man have mortals been free from them.--Patroniſers

of literature, be favourable to my performances ;-con

demn not too hastily my imperfect attempts z-and in

return I will stimulate eve . nerve, and exert m ut

most endeavours to reade-i uTy: papers worthy o your

reception. '

FINIS.
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TREATISE

ON THE ART OF

Grafting and Inoculation.

W H E R E I N

The different Methods are copiouſly conſidered;

The most ſucceſsful pointed out;

AND

Every Thing relative to theſe ancient, healthful, and

agreeable Amuſements, exhibited in ſo clear and

comprehenſive a Manner, as will enable thoſe who

are perfectly unacquainted with this Department of

GARDENING, to become Masters of it in avery

ſhort Time.

To which are added,

DIRECTIONS for chuſing the best STOCKS

son THAT PURPOSE.

And many Curiou:

EXPERIMENTS lately made by the AUTHOR.

Calculated, in a peculiar Manner,

For the Uſe and Advantage of the GARDENER, as well as

for thoſe who would Wiſh to make this rural and pleaſing

Exerciſe, a Part of their Amuſement.

By an EXPERIENCED PRACTITtONER

In this Branch of GARDENING.

Sold by Fielding and Waiker, in Pater Noster Row,

London; Collins and Johnſon, in Saliſbury; and all

'ther Bookſellers.
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